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INTRODUCTION
Crypto Kart Racing (CK Racing) is the product of months of planning, discussions and execution
of a Play-2-Earn (P2E) game. CK Racing is not some duplicate, low quality game (which are
currently rampant across the crypto space); it will be a fully 3D, interactive and fun game
allowing our players to earn money whilst enjoying the game competitively or casually.
For months now, the team behind $CKRACING has been hard at work, developing the
mechanics and details of the game to ensure the playing experience feels just as rewarding as
the token. Too many times we've seen other projects put the token ahead of the game
development. We want you to feel satisfied on both fronts.
The inaugural release of CK Racing will be single-player, with the addition of the multiplayer
option added soon after. Additional Features coming shortly thereafter include:
- Tournaments
- Championships
- Contests
- Leaderboards
- MMR Systems and more!
In-game loot and upgrades will be available via the CK Racing Store, all items purchasable with
the $CKRACING token.
Additionally, our Chainlink-Integrated Oracle will constantly update item prices so when the
$CKRACING value fluctuates, the prices of the items remain the same, keeping you in the
driver's seat on just how much you can afford to buy.
The core of CK Racing's economy is the $CKRACING token. This token will be used for all
transactions within the game (game entry, betting, purchases, boosts, NTFs, car wraps, etc.).
If you are looking for a more traditional way to invest in $CKRacing, we are already in the
process of developing a staking platform, so you can earn rewards along the way!
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TOKENOMICS
At the heart of any crypto project are the tokenomics, that's why we've conducted exhaustive
research into what we believe worked and didn't work in previous iterations of P2E projects. Our
plans include not just a focus on today, but to make sure there is enough supply for tomorrow to
accommodate all of our future developments within the $CKRACING ecosystem. The
$CKRACING token will have an initial private sale and presale to raise funds for the whole
ecosystem, initially heavily focused on the game, NFTs and marketing.
Below are the tokenomics for $CKRACING:
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000
Private Sale: 175,000,000 (17.5%)
Presale: 431,200,000 (43.12%)
PCS/liquidity tokens: 235,200,000 (23.52%)
Rewards wallet: 100,000,000 (10%)
Team tokens: 50,000,000 (5%)
Dev wallet: 8,600,000 (0.86%)
These tokenomics will allow the team to have sufficient tokens available to send to the P2E
game contracts, host contests & championships, future partnerships, and CEX listings.

TAXES
In order for any project to be funded, taxes are a necessity. We've calculated the bare minimum
tax needed to ensure we can bring you the best experience possible, for both your gaming
enjoyment and your wallet. See below tax breakdown for $CKRACING trades:
8% buy tax
-

3% for Marketing to grow the community

-

2% for game development & future feature development (including NFTs, marketplace
etc.)
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-

1% back into the LP

-

1% to the team wallet for salaries

-

1% for strategic buybacks of the $CKRACING token

10% sell tax
-

5% for additional Marketing to keep new investments growing

-

2.5% for game development & future feature development (including NFTs, marketplace
etc.)

-

1% back into the LP

-

1% to the team wallet for salaries

-

0.5% for strategic buybacks of the $CKRACING token

TEAM TOKEN VESTING
We plan to be right there beside you in this project every step of the way, and to back those
words up with action, we've created a vesting schedule for the team tokens. The initial unlock
will be to compensate our team for all their work performed pre-launch and subsequent token
releases in regular intervals.
20% unlock on launch
20% unlock every 28 days from launch date

WHAT UTILITY WILL THE $CKRACING TOKEN HAVE?
Utility for the $CKRACING token will come in various forms. We know not everyone will want to
play CK Racing and will want to just hold the token for price appreciation. With this in mind, our
goal is to provide a way for our players to be able to earn rewards by playing CK Racing, and
our holders to earn rewards by simply staking their tokens.
●

P2E gamification

●

NFTs

●

Staking

●

Mobile game (Android and iOS)

P2E GAMIFICATION
The P2E game that is currently in development will be titled Crypto Kart Racing. In short, this
will be a game similar to Mario Kart. CK Racing will feature multiple tracks, playable characters,
vehicles (karts), powerups, customisation & more! This will progressively expand more as time
goes on, and will include challenges, a leveling system, betting features, online multiplayer,
tournaments and NFT integration.
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In order for our community to start enjoying the game and earning $CKRACING, we will be
releasing the game in multiple versions, with mini-updates, additions and bug fixes (if required)
between each major release. Be on the lookout for version details with every major release,
however, you can see a summary of major releases here:

VERSION 1
Version 1 of CK racing will be the initial release of the game to the public and will launch 24
hours after the $CKRACING token launches. This will be a single player game on release with
AI opponents, which will allow our community to play the game, get familiar with the gameplay
mechanics and hone in on their racing skills. There will be two playable characters; Baby King
Floki and Baby Queen Floki. There will be a choice of a few vehicles (karts) and a couple of
tracks. Power-ups will also be included in the initial release to add some more spice to the
game.
CK Racing players will be required to connect their wallet and will not need to hold any
$CKRACING tokens to play the game.
V1 will operate on a scoring system, with weekly airdrops to top players. Each race win will
award the player points and this will show on the leaderboard. Every Sunday at 23:59 UTC, a
snapshot will automatically be taken and sent to the CKR team, who will then airdrop winners
prizes. This will help to keep our community engaged and promote some friendly competition,
before the real competition begins in V1.5 with Multiplayer!

VERSION 1.5
Version 1.5 will be reserved for the release of the CK Racing Multiplayer system and live
payouts (removal of weekly airdrops).

MULTIPLAYER
Who doesn't love racing against AI? But until our robot overlords take over, racing against fellow
humans is still more fun! Version 1.5 will add multiplayer and a few more features to CK Racing
including the removal of the weekly airdrops, and integration of live payouts in $CKRACING.
Multiplayer mode will allow players to join a race lobby, and whilst they wait in the lobby they
can select their vehicle, character and will be presented with an optional betting screen. The
betting screen will allow players to enter an amount up to $30 of $CKRACING as a personal
bet. This solely relies on the player’s race position, and will have the below multipliers:
1st place = 2x bet
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2nd place = 1.5x bet
3rd place = 1x bet
4th - 8th place = 0x bet
Players will be required to pay an entry fee into the race ($10 in $CKRACING, TBC) which will
go towards the prize pot for the race winners. The game is built to sustain and promote the
longevity of the project, so will be built to be deflationary with the below rewards (TBC):
1st place = $30
2nd place = $20
3rd place = $10
5% of the total prize pot will be sent to the CK Racing reward wallet, to be used for future
payouts and over time, small amounts can be transferred to the CK Racing staking platform to
increase APR.
If a player places a bet of $30 and finishes in 1st place, it’s possible to win $90 of $CKRACING
from an initial $40 (entry fee + bet). This offers a great risk:reward for players who are skilled at
the game. As mentioned above, V1.5 will have full P2E integration so after a race win, the
player will be able to claim rewards after the race has finished!

VERSION 2
Version 2 of CK Racing will introduce more tracks, vehicles and items in the shop. It will also
introduce basic vehicle customisation, and aim to introduce challenges and a leveling system to
the game (although this may come in v2.5 if it takes a lot of time to develop).
More tracks will add more versatility and replayability to the game, as well as setting up for
championships in V2.5 or V3 (TBC).
Additional temporary boosts will be added to the shop. These boosts will be purchasable with
BNB and will offer small but critical boosts, such as 10% top speed boost for 3 / 5 races, 10%
extra money earned for 3 / 5 races etc. We do not want to create a Pay-to-Win environment, but
also understand that some players will want to purchase some boosts to enhance gameplay.
Vehicle customisation will also be added. Scope is still being determined for V2, the current plan
is to introduce items that can be earned by playing the game and completing challenges. For
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example, you could earn a new set of wheels by completing 10 races, earn a new paint colour
by winning 20 races etc. This will be the beginning of a vast customisation system.

VERSION 3
This is the version that the CK Racing team is most excited for! Version 3 will be a massive
update to CK racing, and will take the game to another level by introducing NFTs, expand
massively on the customisation system, add championships, tournaments, cosmetic items for
characters and future partnership products. Additionally, mobile game launch on Android and
iOS is targeted to coincide with the web CK Racing v3 launch.
NFT INTEGRATION
NFT integration will be the biggest addition to CK Racing. The plan is to create 1000 mintable
NFTs specifically for CK racing. These NFTs will be like traditional NFTs, with a scale from
Common -> Legendary. Common NFTs will be more simple, such as specific paint colours not
available to non-NFT holders in-game, wheels, topper etc. Legendary NFTs will be limited to a
very small amount (approx 10) and will all be unique playable characters or karts. Each of these
will have unique stats and cosmetics, and will only be available to the NFT holder. This can
potentially skyrocket the value of the NFT if it is a very sought after character (for example, a 1
of 1 playable Elon Musk). Other NFTs will include character cosmetics, vehicle cosmetics and
more. An NFT marketplace will also be created to trade NFTs with other players.
CUSTOMISATION SYSTEM
The customisation system will be expanded to allow for complete customisation of your vehicle.
These items can be earned through challenges, tournaments and NFTs. The customisation
system will constantly be expanded and allow players to feel like they can build their own unique
car to suit their personality, or to just create the most crazy looking vehicle ever! Player titles will
also be available in the customisation system, enabling players to show off various
achievements and milestones they have achieved!
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Championships will also be added to the game as more tracks are added. These will function in
a way similar to existing games, whereby multiple tracks are grouped together. There will be
specific set championships available, as well as a ‘Random’ championship which will pull 4
random tracks together. Players will need to complete all races in the championship, and will
earn points for each race completed. At the end of the championship, the player with the most
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points wins the championship prize.
These championships will have an entry fee with bonus prizes and player titles awarded at the
end to the winner.
TOURNAMENTS
Tournaments will be a big event and will be one of the key ways $CKRACING will have
MASSIVE growth. Anyone who knows anything about the E-sports industry knows how big
tournaments and leagues can be, and how many people watch/take part.
Tournaments will be unique events hosted by the CK Racing team and will invite players to
complete qualifier games. Qualifiers will then be entered into a tournament, with the top 128
battling it out over various championships until we have a final 1v1 for the grand prize.
The grand prize will range anywhere from an initial $5,000 all the way to $50,000!
This will also be a key marketing strategy as we can invite Twitch streamers and gamers from all
over the world to join the tournaments.
COSMETIC ITEMS
We touched on cosmetic items in the customisation system above. The cosmetic items will be
earnable/purchasable items that enable you to customise certain aspects of your character and
kart. These can be skin colour changes, face changes, accessories etc and add another layer of
customisation to the already expansive system.
FUTURE PARTNERSHIPS
Future partnerships can be a way to massively expand our reach in and out of the crypto world.
With partnerships and the way we plan to build CK Racing, it will be possible to add
customisable temporary/permanent additions to the game. For example, if we partnered with
Doge, we could add Doge as a playable character for a limited time, or holders of X amount of
Doge will be eligible to claim Doge as a playable character for a limited time.
This will also be a key driver for growth as many players in traditional games look to hold unique
items and customisable characters.

BATTLE MODE
We have many gamers in our team and we all agree that successful games need to have
variety. We will be adding a battle mode where you will be dropped into an arena along with 3, 5
or 7 opponents (PVP) with a specific amount of lives. The arena will be a large square arena
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with obstacles, ramps, bridges, tunnels etc filled with powerups. The objective is simple, be the
last person standing. Each hit from a powerup takes off 1 life, and the winner is decided when 1
player is left standing.
This will also be expanded to team games in the future when we have a party system, you will
be able to team up with friends or with random players who are online. Team battles will offer
different strategies and play styles, expanding on our current game much more and giving a
different competitive gameplay experience.

STAKING PLATFORM
The addition of the $CKRACING staking platform will enable holders to stake their $CKRACING
to earn other rewards. The team is still discussing the best options, by default we would look to
provide rewards in $CKRACING so holders can increase their number of tokens. The staking
platform will also help to reduce the circulating supply of $CKRACING, making the token more
scarce. As long as demand is sustained, reduced supply will cause the price to increase.

MOBILE GAME
We will be developing CK Racing as an app on iOS and Android, approximately around V2.5/V3
release. This will allow us to tap into the MASSIVE mobile game market and attract a whole new
crowd of players and token holders. We will provide the same fun-filled, immersive gaming
experience that the web version of the game plays, but on mobile! The added benefit of our
gameplay style is that players can open the CK Racing app, play a race and close the app
within 5 minutes - perfect for a quiet few minutes at work, short journeys or sitting on the
porcelain throne.

CEX LISTINGS
You will have seen on our roadmap that we aim to get listed on various CEX (Centralised
EXchanges) including gate.io, Kucoin and Binance. The team will push for CEX listings when
the time is right and will help to push $CKRACING towards the 100 Million + market cap range.
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REFERENCES
Website: www.cryptokartracing.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CKRacing_BSC
Telegram: https://t.me/CryptoKartRacing
YouTube:: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCk5JiaiLGpDFoejVpGS0P0w
BSCscan: To be announced with token launch
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